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Abstract 
Kuriki, S., System of equations related to the existence conditions for arrays, Discrete 
Mathematics 110 (1992) 155-164. 
A system of equations was introduced by Yamamoto, Kuriki and Yuan (1983) and Kuriki 
(1984) in order to obtain the existence conditions for a balanced array. A generalized form of 
the system is discussed here. The results will be useful to give the existence conditions for 
several classes of arrays which contain balanced arrays. 
1. Introduction 
Let S be a set (0, 1, . . , , s - l} of s symbols. A balanced array of strength t 
with s symbols is an n x m matrix T whose elements are from S, satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) in any t-columned submatrix To of T, a row vector (sIs2 . - * s,) occurs 
exactly ~,,sz...s, times as rows of T, for any Si E S (1 G i C t), 
(ii) for any permutation 0 of order t and for any si E S (1 G i G t), ~+,sz...s,) = 
P,,,,...,,. 
Such an array is denoted by BA(n, m, s, t; At), where Jll = {CL,,, *... s, 1 si E S, 1 c i G 
t}. A set Ju satisfying the condition (ii) is said to be permutation invariant. 
The concept of balanced arrays was first introduced and studied by Chakravarti 
[l, 21 in connection with the theory of fractional factorial designs. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a BA(n, m, 2, t; &/II) were obtained for 
m = t + 1 and t + 2 by Srivastava [6] and for m = t + 3 by Shirakura [5]. For 
balanced arrays with 3 symbols, Srivastava and Wijetunga [7] investigated a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a BA(n, t + 1, 3, t; Al). 
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a BA(n, m, s, t; Al) have 
been obtained for m = t + 1 by Yamamoto, Kuriki and Yuan [8] and for m = t + 2 
and general m by Kuriki [3,4]. 
In this paper, we consider a generalized form of a system of equations 
introduced by Yamamoto, Kuriki and Yuan [8] and Kuriki [3,4] in order to 
obtain the existence conditions for a BA(n, m, s, t; Al). The principal motivation 
for studying the generalized system is to give the existence conditions for several 
classes of arrays which contain balanced arrays. In Section 2, the generalized 
system is discussed in detail. In Section 3, the results obtained in Section 2 are 
applied to give the existence condition for a class of arrays. 
2. System of equations 
Consider an n x m matrix T whose elements are from S. Let ;1,,,, ,,,, 2ri E S 
(1 G i <m) be the number of times the row vector (b1u2 . . . v,) occurs in T and 
let J4 be a set of nonnegative integers pclslsZ .s,, si E S (1~ i 6 t) which is 
permutation invariant. For (alay2 . . . am) with w,(a,c~~ . * * ar,) = t, cui = 0, 1 (1 s 
iGm), let 
where A0 = Z,, Al = ji, 1, is the unit matrix of order s, j, is the s X 1 column vector 
whose entries are all unity, jg denotes the transpose of j,, P @ Q denotes the 
Kronecker product of two matrices P and Q and Wj(XIX2. . . x,) denotes the 
number of j’s in (IC~X~. . . x,) for j = 0, 1, s. Arranging these &,,,..,,,, and ,M~,~ *...S, 
lexicographically and A,,a,...,n~ in a suitable manner, we define a matrix A and 
two vectors a and p as &..-OOIl...*1 
4W0101...*1 
A= . 
[: 1 , I= All...lKW.OO 
Note that the matrix A is of size (7)s’ x s”‘, where (7) denotes the usual binomial 
coefficient. If T is a BA(n, m, s, t; Jll), then a system of equations 
Al= j(y) @.IL (2.1) 
holds. Conversely, if there exists a solution I whose elements are nonnegative 
integers satisfying (2.1) for a given set JR, then a BA(n, m, s, t; .kl) can be 
obtained. 
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Example 2.1. For s = 3, t = 2 and m = 3, the system (2.1) is as follows: 
[ 
A 001 P 
A 010 h = CL . 
A 100 1 [I CL 
For example, A,,1 = p, i.e., 
implies that, as rows of a submatrix of the first two columns of T, the numbers of 
occurrences of the vectors (00), (Ol), . . . , (22) are equal to pm, poI, . . . , yz2, 
respectively. 
The expression of (2.1) is due to Yamamoto, Kuriki and Yuan [8] and Kuriki 
[3,4]. By use of the expression, they showed that 
rank(A) = s”’ - (2.2) 
where e = m - t. But they treated a different expression from (2.1) to obtain the 
required solution. 
Here we consider a generalized form of (2.1). Let q$F:S;(ym be nonnegative 
integers for (cu,cu, . . . LY,) with W,(CIC,CX~ . . . am)=t, cq=O, 1 (lcicm) and for 
si, ES (1 ~i’ct). For each (cu,cu,. . . LY,), an S’ x 1 column vector of these 
rjz:F:;,mm arranged lexicographically is denoted by qlala*...Lu,, i.e., 
Furthermore, arranging these ~~‘az’.‘~,= in similar to A,,,,...,“,, we consider a 
system of equations 
AA.=q, (2.3) 
where 1 00..4011...11 
q= ? 
00...0101...11 
I I. 1 ll..-llW...no 
Note that {nSg:F:,” 1 si E S, 1 S i C t} is not always permutation invariant for any 
( LX’ILYZ * * * (u,). 
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First of all, in order to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
system (2.3) to be consistent, we clarify the dependency of the row vectors of A. 
For ((Y,cY~. . a,) and (ai& . . . a&) with wo(a, (Ye * * * am) = wo(a~a& . . . a,!J 
aj=o, 1 (lGi<rn), 
ii,azT: . a,; cx;a;. . . a;), as 
we define (y,y2 . . . ym), denoted by 
{ 
0 if q = cul = 0, 
yi= 1 ifcq=Oand&=l, 
2 otherwise. 
For the (y1y2 . . . y,,J, let 
c,,,,...,_ = c,, @ c,, 69 . . . c3 c,, 
where Co = Z,, C, = ji and C2 = 1 (=I,). Denoting a set {i ) mL = 0, 1 G i =Z m} by 
z(aiQ * * . (u,), we easily have a linearly dependent relation of the row vectors of 
A. 
Lemma 2.1. For any (cxl cu, * . . am) and (alai . . . a&) with wo( CI~(Y~ . . . (urn) 
= W()( a; a; * * . Cuk) = tj Cuij a; = 0, 1 (1 G i =S m), if IZ(LXlQ . . . Ly,) l-l 
z(a;(Y;. . . a;)1 = t - 1, then an equality 
CY,,,z...YmAm,az...mm = Cuiui...uLA(Y;LYi...~~” (2.4) 
holds, where 
(YIY2. . 1 ym) = c(q$ * - * cu,; cu;a; . . . (uk), 
(Y;Y;. ..yL)=S(a;cu~...a~;cu,~u,...(U,) 
and JCJl denotes the cardinality of the set U. 
In the succeeding paragraphs, we give a basis of R(A), where R(A) denotes the 
vector space spanned by the row vectors of A. For (LY~(Y~. . . a,) with 
W”( (Y, Ly2 . . . a&) = t, cxi=Oo, 1 (lSiGm), a mapping ~:(a,cu~...cz~)+ 
(PIP2 . . . Pm) is defined as 
{ 
0 if i < io( Lyl my2 * * . a,), 
pi = 1 if ai = 1, 
2 otherwise, 
where iO( WI a2 . . . am) denotes the smallest index number such that a; = 1. For 
the (Pi/&. . . Pm), let 
BP,py+im = B,, 8 B,, 63 - . . 8 B,, 
where Bo=Z,, B1 =jI, B2 = H, and H, is an (S - 1) x s matrix obtained by 
deleting the first row of Z,. Note that the row vector of B,(,,,,...,mj is also one of 
A ol,olz..,a,,. By the definition of the mapping r, we can easily show the following 
lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2. The total number of row vectors of the (7) matrices B,C,,,,...,nj for 
( (YILy?. a,) with wo(aI a2 . . . am)=& q=O, l(lSiGm) is 
e-l 
Srn - 2, (Xs - v-‘. 
Arranging these (7) matrices BTCOI,C12....a,) nd CJ&j (7) matrices B,,,,...,_ with 
W1(PIP2~ . . pm) 6 e - 1 for pi = 1, 2 (1 =G i c m) in a suitable manner, we define 
B(O) and B(l) as 
&(004W11...ll) 
B(o) = &~oo...om...ll~ I &(ll...lltXb..tMI) 
respectively. Let 
I and B(l) = 
‘B22...2211...11 
B22...2121...11 
.B22...2222..-22 I > 
for pi = 0, 1, 2 (1 G i G m), where B” = Z,, B’ = d,, B2 = K,, d, is the first column 
vector of Z, and K, is an s X (s - 1) matrix obtained by deleting the first column of 
(4 - 4X). 
Lemma 2.3. Let 
B= 
B(o) 
[ 1 B(l) ’ 
Then B is nonsingular. the inverse B-’ is given by 
(B-l)’ = 
(B 
r(00.-.0011~~~11) 
) 
(B 
t(rJ0...0101~~~11) 
) 
(B 
r(11...1100.~.00) 
) 
(B22...2211...ll)’ 
(B22”.2121...11)’ 
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Proof. It can easily be checked that BOB0 = B’Br + B2Bz. Hence, using the 
definition of the mapping r, we have 
Combining (2.2), Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 yields the following. 
Lemma 2.4. The row vectors of B(O) constitute a basis of R(A). 
Now we show that a unique linear representation of every row vector of A with 
respect to the basis of R(A) can be derived from (2.4). Let 
a’ S,SZ”‘S, =a~,C3a&C3~~~@a~, 
for si = 0, 1, . . . , s (1 G i sm), where a, denotes the sith column vector of I,, 
si=o, 1,. . .) s - 1 and a, =j,. Then the row vectors of A can be expressed as 
a ~,,,...,, with w,(srs, . . . s,) = e, si = 0, 1, . . . , s (1 6 i s m). We classify the set of 
the row vectors of A into t + 1 subsets S,,, S,, . . . , St such that the rth subset S, is 
composed of a&.S, with r = w&,+~s~~+~ * . . s,), where iI = iI(sls, . . . s,) de- 
notes the smallest index number such that si = s. Note that S, is composed of the 
row vectors of B(O). 
For a&2...S,, in S, with r = Wg(Si,+lSi,+2 * . . s,), we choose row vectors a&....;, 
such that 
s;= s 
1 
0, 1,. . . ,s-1 ifi=ir, 
if i = iz, 
si otherwise, 
and row vectors a&...,L such that 
sl’= 1, 2, . . . , s - 1 if i = iz, 
si otherwise, 
where i2~{i(si=0,i=il+1,il+2 ,..., m}. Here si,=s and si,=O. These 
a~~Si...,~ and a&.._SG are contained in S,, S,, . . . , S,_,. Then we have 
s-1 s-l 
a &.,, = .C, aJ[isi...SA - C a&....L. (2.5) 
4 ,:;=1 
We rewrite (2.5) as 
(2.6) 
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The row vectors u:,~ *... SC1 in (2.6) with si, = s and siz = 0, 1, . . . , s - 1 are also ones 
of A a,az...a, with (Y; = 1 if si = s and CX~ = 0 if si fs. Similarly, CX&...~;, in (2.6) with 
s;, =o, 1, . . . , s - 1 and sh = s are also ones of A,;,...,,, with a$ = 1 if sz! = s and 
cul = 0 if sl fs. Noting that ai, = 1, CY;~ = 0, a,!, = 0, CX:, = 1 and cui = cr,! (i # i,, i2), 
we see that Iz(a,cwz * * . a,) II z(n;cu; * . * a;)( = t - 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, the 
equality (2.4) holds and it implies (2.6). Thus, a linear representation of every 
row vector in S, with respect to the row vectors in So, S,, . . . , S,_, can be derived 
from (2.4). Therefore, since the row vectors in SC, constitute a basis of R(A), a 
unique linear representation of every row vector of A with respect to the basis of 
R(A) can also be derived from (2.4). 
By Lemma 2.1 and the above consideration to clarify the dependency of the 
row vectors of A, we have a necessary and sufficient condition for (2.3) to be 
consistent. 
Theorem 2.1. A necessary and sz.@cient condition for the system (2.3) 
to be consistent is that, for any (CY,CZ~ . . . am) and (a;~& . . . a;) 
with wO( a, az . . . am) = wo( a; a; . . . a;) = t, a;, cut! = 0, 1 (lcism), if 
JZ((Y,& . . . cu,)nz(a;LY;..* a$)\ = t - 1, then the equality 
holds, where (y1y2. . . ym) = E(LY,cY~. . * a,,,; cx;aU;. . .- a;) and (ylyl* * . yk) = 
gaC;a;. . . a;; cxI(Y2. . . a,). 
If the system (2.3) is consistent, then, by use of Lemma 2.4, (2.3) is reduced 
to 
B’O’I = l[) , 
where lo is composed of the elements of TI corresponding to the row vectors of 
B(“) in (2.3). Then Lemma 2.3 gives the solution of (2.3). 
Theorem 2.2. If the system (2.3) is consistent, then the solution h is given by 
(2.7) 
Note that the vector @“A is composed of A,,,,,z...l,m with w,,(v,v2 . . . v,) s e - 1, 
vi E S (1 <i G m) and the number of these A,,,,....,,_ is CJZi (;I)(s - l)“-‘. Hence, 
for a given vector Q whose elements are nonnegative integers and for given 
A v,uz... v, with wo(v1v2~~~v~) 4 e - 1, vi E S (1 G i c m), the remaining A,,,,...,,_ with 
wo(u*v2. . .v,)Z=e, viES (1 s i c m) are obtained by (2.7). It is easy to see that 
if A V,V~“‘V, with wo(vlv,~ . . v,) se - 1 are nonnegative integers, then the 
remaining A,,,,...,_ with wo(v,v2 . . . v,) 2 e are always integers but not neces- 
sarily nonnegative. 
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3. Existence condition for a class of arrays 
The results and the consideration given in Section 2 are applied to obtain the 
existence conditions for several classes of arrays which contain balanced arrays, in 
variations of A and 1 in (2.3). In this section, as one of the classes, we consider a 
class of arrays satisfying only the condition (i) given in Section 1 for a balanced 
array. We write CL,,, *... s, in the condition (i) as ps,s2...s, and denote such an array by 
A(n, m, s, t; P), where LP = {ps,, *... s, 1 si E S, 1 s i < t}. 
Example 3.1. A 9 x 3 matrix 
[ 
000001122’ 
001120200 
110202000 1 
is an A(9, 3, 3, 2; 9’) with pw = pal = p20 = 2, po2 = plo = p12 = 1 and pI1 = p2, = 
p22 = 0. The array is not a balanced array of strength 2. 
The existence of an A(n, m, s, t; 9) is equivalent to the existence of a solution 
5 whose elements are nonnegative integers satisfying 
AA =j,?, 63 p (3-l) 
for a given p 
P’ 
where 
PO...0 0 
PO...0 1 
Ps-l...s-h-1 
in the lexicographic order. This is a special case of (2.3) such that qILYILY*“‘mm = p for 
every (ardor. . . am). Hence, by use of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we have the 
following. 
Theorem 3.1. A necessary and suficient condition for the system (3.1) to be 
consistent is that, for any ( y1y2 * * . yt) and (y; y; . . . y:) with wo( y1 yz . . . yt) = 
wo(Y;Y; * . . y:) = t - 1, yj, y,! = 0, 1 (1 c i G t), the equality 
C,,,,...,P = cuiui-.v;P~ 
that is. 
c,,,...,p = colo...oop = . . * = CW,,...OlP 
holds. 
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Theorem 3.2. If the system (3.1) is consistent, then the solution 1 is given by 
a = B--l ;yl,, [ I 
where p. is composed of the elements of j,,, (8 p corresponding to the row vectors 
of B@) in (3.1). 
Theorem 3.1 gives a condition for 9’ of an A(n, m, s, t; 9). 
Theorem 3.3. Zf there exists an A(n, m, s, t; P), then the equality 
cy~yz...YrP = cYiy$...YA) (3.2) 
holds for any ( y1y2 . . . yt) and (yl yi . . . y:) with wo( y1 y2 . . 1 yJ = 
%(Y;Y; * * . yJ = t - 1, ‘/i, yi = 0, 1 (1 6 i G t). 
If the condition (3.2) for 9’ of an A(n, m, s, t; 9) is satisfied, then an existence 
condition for an A(n, m, s, t; 9’) is obtained by Theorem 3.2 and the discussion 
given in the last paragraph of Section 2. 
Theorem 3.4. A necessary and suficient condition for the existence of an 
A(n, m, s, t; 9’) is that there exist CT:;’ (‘J’)(s - l)“-’ nonnegative integers hllll12...,,,,, 
with w,,(vl v2 - ..vJse-l, q~S(l G i c m) such that the elements of 
PO 
B-l ; 
[ 1 B”‘h 
are all nonnegative for a given set 9, where the set B satisfies (3.2). 
Finally, we consider an A(n, m, 2, t; 9) with 2 symbols. For general s, it is easy 
to see that if 9 is permutation invariant, then (3.2) is satisfied. In the case s = 2, 
we can show that the inverse of the statement is also true. 
Theorem 3.5. In the case s = 2, the condition (3.2) for 9 is satisfied if and only if 
8 is permutation invariant. 
Proof. By induction on wo(s,s, * * . s<), we only prove that if (3.2) is satisfied, 
then c!? is permutation invariant. Since (3.2) is satisfied, we have 
c100...00p = G,,, ... WP = . * . = GK,...O,P> 
that is, for every (s$j * . . s:), s,! = 0, 1 (2 d i G t), 
(3.3) 
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where p.s;s5...s; denotes the sum of pOs~s~...s~ and plsisj...s;. By (3.3) for s; = sj = 
. , . =s: = 1, we have 
Poll.-1 = PlOl-1 = . . . = Pll...lO, 
which implies that {p,T,sz...s, 1 wo(sIs2 . . . s,) = 1) is permutation invariant. Suppose 
that {P~,.~~...~, 1 wdsls~ . . . s,) = u - l} is permutation invariant. By (3.3) and the 
assumption, we have 
Pos;s+s;= psios;...s;= . . . = Ps;s;....s;o, 
for every (s$sj . . . s:) with wO(s&; * * * si) = u - 1. Hence we can easily show that 
{Ps,s*...s, I wl(~Ih . . . s,) = u} is permutation invariant. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5, we have the following. 
Theorem 3.6. An A(n, m, 2, t; P) with 2 symbols is always a BA(n, m, 2, t; 9’). 
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